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Math And Science Instruction Will Benefit From Five-Year 
NSF Grant And Partnership Headed By Learning Research 
And Development Center

The University of Pittsburgh's Learning Research and Development Center (LRDC) will 
co-manage a five-year, $35 million National Science Foundation-funded project to 
reform math and science education in Denver and three other urban school districts.

LRDC and the University of Pittsburgh will join with the University of Wisconsin to form 
the Systemwide Change for All Learners and Educators (SCALE) partnership.

“In Denver, we’ll be focusing on high quality math and science experiences for all 
students, kindergarten through twelfth grade, that are closely aligned with our district 
standards and CSAP expectations,” said Chief Academic Officer Sally Mentor Hay. 

Mentor Hay, who works for the Institute for Learning, a group within LRDC, said local 
universities would be involved in the partnership as well. They will help with 
strengthening local teacher preparation programs. “We feel extremely fortunate to be 
partnering with our local higher education partners,” she said. 

The three other school districts involved are Los Angeles, California; Providence, Rhode 
Island; and Madison, Wisconsin. 

SCALE will focus on five key areas:

Implementing the best current math and science programs throughout each of the 
four partner districts.
Creating and implementing in-depth science, technology, engineering, and 
mathematics units of study that immerse students in deep study of a topic.
Reforming teacher education for teachers in partner districts.
Mounting an innovative program of peer tutoring aimed at keeping high school 
students who serve as tutors intimately engaged in mathematics and science.
Implementing a comprehensive program of research and evaluation.

SCALE aims to markedly improve student achievement in science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics, especially for those from minority and low-income 
families, including non-native English speakers. Lacking equal opportunities to learn 
basic math and science, such students are dropping out of classes where these subjects 
are studied in discouraging numbers, according to LRDC director Lauren Resnick. 

“The problem is self-perpetuating,” she said. “When children of color do not see people 
like themselves in math and science settings, they can view that absence as a roadblock 
to their educational goals.”

LRDC and its Institute for Learning will receive $2.85 million per year for its role in the 
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project, which will involve Pitt’s major science and engineering departments and the 
School of Education. Resnick and LRDC Research Scientist Christian Schunn will co-direct 
the project.

Schunn explained that SCALE’s multi-pronged approach will provide students with more 
challenging and engaging math and science curricula, encourage them to work on 
exciting science projects, even at the elementary level, and improve the training of 
existing and new science and math teachers, while encouraging many more math and 
science college students into teaching careers.

“Reforming math and science education is an extremely complex task with many 
interconnected problems,” Schunn said. “The goal is to make major improvements in the 
way almost a million kids in our partner schools learn math and science, and then to 
spread that success across the country.”

SCALE is a component of NSF's Math and Science Partnership (MSP) program, a five-
year national effort to unite the activities of higher education institutions, K-12 school 
systems and other partners in support of K-12 students and teachers. The program is 
part of the federal government's No Child Left Behind plan to strengthen and reform K-
12 education.

LRDC is one of the largest and oldest education R&D centers in the nation. Launched in 
1963, LRDC has been home to several U.S. Department of Education centers and is now 
the base for the Institute for Learning, which maintains a well-established partnership 
between a university and urban school districts. Established six years ago in response to 
district requests for help in organizing to raise student achievement across the board, 
IFL has expanded into a network of 10 urban school districts in nine states, including Los 
Angeles, Denver and Providence.

For more information, please contact Lauren Resnick, (412) 624-7485, ;
Christian Schunn, (412) 624-8807

resnick@pitt.edu
schunn@pitt.edu .
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